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There is more to the tradition of yoga than toning and strengthening. At the root, there is a vast
and intriguing philosophy that teaches the ethics of nonviolence, patience, honesty, and respect.
Michael Stone provides an in-depth explanation of ancient Indian yogic philosophy along with
teachings on how to bring our understanding of yoga theory to deeper levels through our
practice on the mat—and through our relationships with others.



“Intense, poetic, wise, practical, intimate, and visionary—the mind-body connection has never
been better explored or explained.”—Sharon Gannon, cofounder of Jivamukti Yoga“Michael
Stone manages to seamlessly integrate traditional teachings with contemporary advances in the
field—and so adds new dimensions of meaning to both.”—Richard Rosen, author of The Yoga of
Breath“Michael Stone brilliantly reveals the profound underpinnings of yoga that are rarely
taught or understood.”—Richard Freeman“The Inner Tradition of Yoga has much to guide and
inspire anyone on the road to insight.”—Chip Hartranft, author of The Yoga-Sütra of
Patañjali“Michael Stone details a practical and pragmatic psychology of yoga that can provide all
practitioners a way to engage with the deepest transformative possibilities that yoga can offer. It
is certainly what we need now.”—Frank Jude Boccio, author of Mindfulness Yoga“Few people on
the planet have Michael’s gift to explore and explain in contemporary language the profound
wisdom of yoga. Highly recommended for teachers and students.”—Larry Payne, PhD, coauthor,
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UpForewordFOR YOGA, these are the best of times, yet in some ways, these are the worst of
times. The explosion in information technology is bringing people and their cultures, ideas,
languages, religions, and businesses together at an exciting and disconcerting pace. So far, no
one culture, no one religion, no one government is able to define an absolute frame of reference
to organize the whole thing.Spreading almost like mushrooms with the eclectic world culture of
multinationals, Internet cafes, and Starbucks is the practice of yoga. There is something
naturally appealing about the yoga postures to all types of people. Approaching reality through
the immediate physicality of the body, the senses, and the breath skips right around religious,
cultural, and national prejudice, and brings out a love of the best and most beautiful in
everything. This draws people to yoga so that there are enthusiastic, sincere, and educated
yoga practitioners in even remote corners of Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and all of the
Americas. Yoga has something remarkably universal about it. It is practically generic in its
mysticism, which in its initial appeal to such a wide audience does not cast an oppressive net of
a single belief, framework, or god-concept over the open and indeterminate process of living
intelligence. There is still an innocence and naivety to the openness and enthusiasm shown
worldwide for yoga. Can we keep the innocence as we become wise enough to see with love
through the wily ways of our own egos? Or will that innocence be exploited by all of the
profiteering, proselytizing, seducing, and reducing done by our egos to avoid true yoga? Can our
yoga survive the remarkable rate of its own expansion? Will the potent and ancient tradition live
through its commercial success? These remain open questions for yoga enthusiasts on both the
personal and the collective levels.It is completely understandable why there is such a strong
tendency to take the active ingredient out of yoga, to package it to please and to sell, to avoid
the very heart of yoga and, thereby, to avoid reality. Genuine yoga exposes the insubstantiality
and emptiness of our self-image, which allows us to see the insubstantiality and emptiness of
everything. Eventually remarkable courage, commitment, and compassion arise from yoga
practice and, through those, a wonderful insight and joy. Yoga is far nicer than anything we could
have wanted or bargained for. We simply have not been able to wrap our minds around it, and so
before investigating it on its own terms, we are selling it unopened and untasted in the spiritual
marketplace. The traditional context for yoga, awakening to the simple truth of impermanence, to
universal death, is all that has been missing. This is what awakens our compassion and shows
us the interconnectedness not only of all beings, but of techniques, styles, and viewpoints. It



sobers the mind and wakes us up from spiritual pride and materialism.Yoga has always been,
and continues to be, subtle and impossible to express literally. Like love, it is taught with
metaphor and poetry, with patterned practice and ecstatic release. Occasionally, and always in
bad taste, the ego can trick us into imagining that our own specialized forms and languages
have achieved universal status, when in fact they remain painfully provincial and riddled with
blind spots. At any time, any yoga practitioner can grasp their practice form and language as
literal and miss out on what is much more intelligent and pleasing. As humans with egos we can
and frequently do mess up even the subtle and beautiful. Now our yoga is hitting the fan of the
modern world. The variety of viewpoints, of techniques and styles, the attitudes and
philosophies form a colorful array of trends mixed from the best and worst of modern cultures
from all around the world. On one hand, there are new extreme styles of raunchy party yoga, cult
narcissism, condescending asceticism. This adoration of the ego is forming a path of
competition and vanity. On the other hand, with so much information and cross-cultural linking,
there are breathtaking new ways and languages for teaching and ever more refined forms of an
art of a yoga worthy of passing on to others.Michael Stone has given us a true gift, which allows
us to approach the practices and philosophies of yoga from the place where their variety makes
sense. He lets us begin where we are, surrounded by the situations of our heart. Our
relationships and our beliefs about the world have a direct effect on the deep sensations in our
body that link into emotion and perception. The link between the mind and the body, between
the citta and the prā a, forms the axiom around which many internal yoga practices revolve.
Observing sensation closely through mindfulness of the breath reveals the vibratory and
impermanent nature of things and allows the deconditioning of the mind from habitual patterns
of response and association with those same sensations and feelings. The Inner Tradition of
Yoga allows us to begin practicing on the deepest level before we commit to a viewpoint, a belief
system, or a style. This psychological approach to yoga takes us straight into the heart of the
misperceptions about who and what we are. To enter philosophy or yoga technique deeply, we
must start grounded psychologically. We can then bypass the ego games that we might play
when the subject of yoga is presented as difficult philosophy or as a physically stimulating and
challenging art.The Inner Tradition of Yoga looks at yoga as it is and then shows us a simple,
compassionate way through the variety, complexity, and challenges that face us in our personal
practice and, collectively, as we create a culture based in the most universal principles of yoga. It
approaches yoga practice and philosophy from the immediate experience of our relationships,
emotions, feelings, sensations, and thoughts within the context of our real lives. Inquiring about
what really counts—what is right in the center of the heart—it offers insight into navigating the
ocean of opinion, technique, and emotion.We are encouraged to ask ourselves simple
questions that might clarify our relationship with modern yoga. Does our yoga practice
superficially cover up our miseries and distract us from the deeper work of the heart? Are we in
love with the truth of life or are we in love with the image we see in the mirror? What is really
important to us? Our backbends, arm balances, and the opinions that others have of us? When



we come close to the end of this life, will our yoga practice have served us well? Will we pass
into the unknown completely calm and joyous, full of love for all beings? Or will we have regrets?
Inquiring into the powerful feelings and sensations generated by the likes of love, family, birth,
death, disease, old age, anger, lust, jealousy, pride, envy, fear, kindness, and compassion, The
Inner Tradition of Yoga inspires the reader to patiently and openly stay with the practice, knowing
that a real yoga practice is available within the joining of mind and body.Richard
FreemanSeptember 2007A Note on Pronunciation of Sanskrit TermsTHE TRANSLITERATION
of Sanskrit into English is always an approximation at best. The short a in Sanskrit is pronounced
like the u in the English word but, and the long ā is pronounced like the a in father.In terms of the
family of consonants, an easy approximation is possible by pronouncing c as in church, j as in
jump, ṣ as in shut, s as in sun, and ś as something halfway between the previous two. Aspirated
consonants are quite distinct: bh as in cab horse, dh as in madhouse, gh as in doghouse, ph as
in top hat, and th as in goatherd. The letter r is a vowel, pronounced somewhere between ri as in
rim and er as in mother.The transliterated letter and character ñ, found in a word like Patañjali,
can be pronounced like the ni in onion, and when found with the letter j in the word prajña can be
pronounced like the gn in the word igneous.Sometimes I pluralize a word like yama by simply
adding an s, resulting in yamas, which is unacceptable for the academic or Sanskritist, but
essential for simple reading for those unfamiliar with the language. Unless otherwise attributed,
the translations are my own. Try your best pronouncing these new sounds—as you get used to
them, they open the palette and help concentrate the mind. Enjoy!PUBLISHER’S NOTEThis
book contains many Sanskrit diacritics and special characters. If you encounter difficulty
displaying these characters, please set your e-reader device to publisher defaults (if available)
or to an alternate font.IntroductionIN A SMALL second-floor room at the Marpa House in
Boulder, Colorado, several hours after we finished an intense practice of back bending, the
eighty-three-year-old Indian yoga master Sri K. Pattabhi Jois held court for three hours, inviting
students to sit down and ask him questions. I sat at the side of the room, eager to participate in
discussion and also interested in observing how he fielded questions from students in an
entirely different cultural context than Mysore, India. In his typically quiet way, smiling and
wondering if he knew any students from previous meetings, Guruji sat in front of a Tibetan
thangka painting that draped behind him like a saffron moon.I was struck by the variety of
cultures in the room that day. Eager American Hatha Yoga practitioners, sitting in a room with a
Brahmin, who himself was sitting in front of a colorful Tibetan Buddhist painting depicting the
Buddhist deity of compassion. Outside the door, Guruji’s host and respected American yoga
teacher Richard Freeman greeted visitors, who would take off their shoes, bow down to Guruji’s
feet, and look up at him waiting for one of his familiar sayings, for instance “One by one, all is
coming.” Barefoot and eager to meet this foreign Indian yoga master, students sat cross-legged
on velvet cushions and graciously bowed to him before sitting up with spines in perfect
posture.Guruji smiled, sometimes posing for a photograph and at other moments becoming a
touch shy. Students filed through the room all afternoon, Guruji’s attention unwavering.I was



surprised to hear most students primarily asking simple questions related to physical postures,
to which he seemed indifferent. “How long will it take to practice a good back bend?” one
student asked; Guruji smiled without reply. Another student asked if Guruji could recommend a
way to practice forward bends with less pressure on his knees. Guruji replied with a much-
awaited and by now famous line, “Many lifetimes, all is coming.”Yet when people would ask him
questions about movements of energy, how to work with the mind, ku ḍalinī, or esoteric texts, he
would light up and begin quoting śāstras, traditional texts, memorized with depth and accuracy.
Unless one knew Sanskrit, his responses were vague and incomprehensible. When Guruji was
excited about a question, he almost never answered in English.I was struck by the variety of
sources from which he quoted: the Yoga-Sutra, Bhagavad Gītā, Chāndogya Upaniṣad,  g-Veda,
Yoga Taravali, Hatha Yoga Pradīpika, and a few other Sanskrit references with which I was
unfamiliar.As the afternoon rolled on and the meeting became more intimate, I noticed that
Pattabhi Jois touched his heart every time he spoke of breathing, self, or god. At one point, I
raised my hand and asked him this: “Guruji, every time you talk about breathing, God, or the
present moment, you touch your heart. Can you say something about that?”He paused a
moment as he scanned the room, raised his glance in my direction, and enthusiastically
responded.“When students breathing,” he said, “trying to practice yoga, breathing into heart.
Students breathe into heart looking for God right here. God is in heart. Students want to find God
but not finding God. Students breathe into heart finding enemies.”“’Enemies?’” I asked. “What do
you mean ‘enemies’? Enemies in the heart?”“Students finding enemies in heart. Six enemies,”
he said. “Kāma, krodha, moha, lobha, mada, mātsarya.”“What do these words mean?” I asked.
He could not find the English equivalent. Someone mentioned that maybe he meant jealousy,
envy, and possibly greed. Another thought he spoke of hatred.Then someone else asked a
question, and the room was onto another topic.Over the next few days, I couldn’t stop thinking
about these six enemies. What were they? What prevents the heart from opening? Of what are
these six enemies symptomatic? What is the relationship between breathing and the divine?
How did these enemies act as obstacles to freedom? I had many questions but did not have
another chance to ask Pattabhi Jois, since his two-week teaching session was coming to an
end. All that I was able to understand at the time was that the six enemies referred to the six
poisons: kāma (“desire”), krodha (“anger”), moha (“delusion”), lobha (“greed”), mada (“envy”),
mātsarya (“sloth”). These six poisons are symptomatic of a heart unsatisfied, a life characterized
by suffering.We begin practicing yoga postures in an effort to relieve suffering and find a way to
meet life with less effort and more flexibility. Yoga is a path out of suffering. But what we find after
our initial foray or honeymoon period is a matrix of psychological and physical holding patterns
that have captured our minds and bodies within tightly conditioned parameters.Some time later,
I had the opportunity to ask Pattabhi Jois how to work with the poisons of desire, anger,
delusion, greed, envy, and sloth, to which he responded, in an answer that would radically
change my understanding of yoga and psychology in general, “Understanding the heart by
understanding the five kleṣas. Knowing five kleṣas, no more poison; no more poison, no more



duḥkha.”What Pattabhi Jois describes with his antidote of the five kleṣas is a reference to the
Yoga-Sutra attributed to the sage Patañjali, which describes in detail the five factors that keep us
spinning in the conditioned wheel of suffering. The symptoms of unmediated desire, laziness,
greed, envy, and other poisons are manifestations of deeper psychological factors, namely the
five kleṣas. These five factors that contribute to our discontent concisely sum up the essential
teachings of yoga psychology. Getting down to the roots of suffering and its corresponding
symptoms requires an investigation of the five kleṣas. All practices of yoga, including meditation,
breathing techniques, ethics, postures, and devotional practices, bring the practitioner into
contact with the core of the heart. Along this path of the heart one is sure to find obstacles. One
cannot work with the body without also working with the mind, because when we work with the
symptoms of discontent, we begin to see that physiology and psychology are inseparable. The
five kleṣas describe yoga psychology in a nutshell.Avidyā can be defined as “not being with life
as it is.” It comes from the root vidyā, which in Latin becomes vidéo, refined into English as
video, meaning “to see.” When you put the prefix a before a word in Sanskrit, it turns that word
into its opposite; in this case a denotes not seeing things clearly. Avidyā is descriptive of a state
of mind and body unengaged with the present moment, unaware of reality as it really is.Raga
(attachment) is the desire to repeat pleasurable experience. Dveṣa (aversion) is the leaning
away from what is unpleasurable. Moment after moment, day after day, we flip-flop back and
forth between raga and dveṣa, reactive patterns in mind and body that keep us from being
present by trying to either cling to pleasure or avert displeasure.Asmitā is the construction of the
stories of “I, me, and mine.” Asmitā refers to the construction of a self around which our
perceptual world pivots. Whenever there is either attachment or aversion, there is the birth of a
story of “me.” The stories of “I, me, and mine” are generated when we identify consciousness
with pure awareness and thus create a gap in our experience between what is actually occurring
and the deep-seated need to filter what is happening through stories about ourselves.
Constantly perceiving our experience through the lens of “me” creates separation from the
nature of what is arising in the present moment and consequently gives rise to duḥkha, a feeling
of lack and alienation.Abhiniveśa is the fear of letting go of the story of “I, me, mine.” The fear of
death entails more than the loss of this body, rather it goes to the heart of our deepest
attachment: the stories of “me” and the corresponding belief in a substantial and enduring self.
Abhiniveśa is the thirst for further existence. It is the fear of letting go of all forms of attachment
and aversion. Why? Because the construction of self creates separation from that which is
occurring in the present by splitting experience into “me” and “that,” subject and object. When we
let go of the continual construction of a self or even the need to be a “somebody,” then we are
free to be who we are. When we are completely ourselves, we forget about needing to be the
center of our perceptual world and thus we can take in others and our environment with greater
sensitivity, compassion, and openness.In essence, Pattabhi Jois described what many yoga
practitioners experience as practice matures, namely, that one cannot work exclusively on the
physical aspects of yoga without also working with the psychological dimension of practice. To



leave out the role of psychology in shaping and determining our way of being in the world is to
bypass the deeper layers of yoga practice—layers that ultimately cause us to repeat habitual
rounds of discontent and distress. We can experience, without doubt, certain physical
transformations that occur when we practice yoga postures, but to drop into deeper holding
patterns requires an attention span without preference or aversion—a mind that can be present
with whatever shows up in the field of awareness. Otherwise, our deeper holding patterns
produce recurring symptoms, described in Sanskrit as granthi, which literally refers to the knots
of mind and body. These knots are known initially through the symptoms of discontent, namely
the six poisons.The poisons, when left unconscious, lead to unskillful actions, which generate
karma, the infallible activity of cause and effect that reverberates through each individual and the
web of life as a whole. Actions stemming from the symptomatic conditions described by Pattabhi
Jois as “enemies in the heart” give rise to suffering both internally and externally. Pattabhi Jois
was saying, in very few words, that all forms of suffering—physical and psychological—are
caused by these five kleṣas and that when one investigates the way in which these kleṣas
operate, both on and off the yoga mat, the path of the heart opens up. If the kleṣas are not
studied and deconstructed, one by one, the symptoms of dissatisfaction dominate our modes of
perception and our basic actions. All symptoms assert themselves because they need attention.
Rather than approaching the six poisons as symptoms that we need to be rid of with a problem-
solving attitude, we instead look deeply into the underlying causes of these symptoms, namely
the five kleṣas, and in doing so, we turn the symptoms of our suffering into the very path
itself.When Pattabhi Jois touched his heart in a simple gesture of breathing and then went on to
describe the enemies that reside in the heart, which are nothing other than the symptoms that
manifest when we don’t see things as they are, I realized that yoga practice matures, not by
adding more and more spectacular postures but by simply paying attention to the movements of
the breath in the space of the heart and the role of the mind with the body, not apart from it. The
five kleṣas describe the essence of yoga: a path of freedom from our habitual cycles of
discontent.1. VidyāSEEING THINGS AS THEY AREYOGA BEGINS in the present moment, and
the present moment begins in silence. From that silence, words are born. In the Yoga-Sutra
attributed to Patañjali (third century B.C.E.), considered to be one of the core texts of yoga
psychology, we begin with a simple sentence: “Atha yogānuśāsanam.” This is translated as “in
the present moment is the teaching of yoga.”The Yoga-Sutra is not a speculative text on
philosophy or metaphysics, nor does it offer us a theology of creation or a final comment on
what’s in store for us after death. Creation and death coexist in sequence with the arising and
passing away of each moment. Every inhalation is a birth and the end of every exhalation is a
small death. In each consecutive moment, over and over again, the universe arises and passes
away on the thread of a breath cycle.The first word in the Yoga-Sutra—atha—literally means
“now,” “what is here in this moment.” Yoga begins in the present moment. Yoga is the present
moment. We could more concisely translate this opening line as: “Yoga begins now.” The
teachings of yoga orient us toward this very moment, rendering the future invisible and the past



no longer in reach. Many scholars and practitioners translate yoga as a manifestation of the verb
yuj—“to unite”—which turns yoga into something one does, a form of willful activity. In thinking
that yoga is the act of uniting one thing with another (breath with movement, body with mind, self
with other), we confuse yoga with the doing of yoga. When we use the term in this way (as in “I’m
going to practice yoga”), we confuse the techniques or the technology of practice with the
experience of yoga. In every unfolding moment, in any meeting with any person, even in meeting
ourselves, everything is complete. This completeness doesn’t mean that everything is put
together in some master plan. It means that everything is interdependent and that yoga is not
something we seek outside of ourselves or a willful attempt at union, but the recognition, in the
present moment, of the unification of life. The inherent interconnectedness of existence reveals
what in philosophical terms we call “nondualism”—the collapse of separation between subject
and object. When we experience relaxed openness and attentive awareness, the world reveals
its inherent completeness. When we move through the world, “concealed and wrapped in
thought,” there is no direct contact with reality and we know not “who or what” we are. Yoga
begins with the gesture of a gentle bow in service of the present moment.Yoga is a way of being
and a mode of existing. Existence is a play of interconnectedness, and the more we clarify our
perception and ways of organizing our experiences, the more openness and compassion we
bring to the profound and sometimes confusing undertaking of being in the world. The authentic
practice of yoga is an unremitting attention to present experience, whether in mind, body, or
heart, with a baby on the hip, making breakfast, or balancing the breath in a
headstand.According to yoga philosophy and psychology, the only place to begin an
investigation of yoga—or of anything for that matter—is the present moment, because this is all
that is actually occurring. The future has not yet arisen and the past is passed; the only thing
there is to investigate and the only way to begin paying attention is within this very experience as
it unfolds right now, right here. That is why an investigation into the nature of reality and the true
nature of the mind begins in this life, this body, and this moment; it can’t begin with an
investigation of anything other than the here and now of our moment-to-moment, verifiable
experience. The mind, with all its fantastic, distracted, and creative potential, is so used to
weaving conceptions and preferences all over the present moment that we are often relating not
to what is actually occurring in life but reacting to life with our likes and dislikes. That is why
psychological inquiry in the service of awakening begins with what is happening in the here and
now—a form of present-centered attention with acceptance.The mind has a hard time watching
anything for very long, especially its own workings. The mind has a hard time being present as
the breath moves in the body or as sensations arise and fall away in different yoga poses, and as
a result, we are not often here most of the time. This is true not just in relationship with our own
bodies and emotions but interpersonally as well. Other people interrupt our ideas about the way
things are supposed to be. This interruption is precisely what yoga is all about: becoming flexible
enough to have our preconceptions and our elaborative tendencies interrupted. We usually
discover a lot more in the silent space between thoughts than through all the interpretations,



ideas, and views our minds generate. Moments of psychological stillness remind us that there
are ways of knowing other than intellectual or habitual. Yoga practice, both on and off the mat,
opens up the heart by revealing our patterns of grasping and inflexibility. This practice leaves no
stone unturned. Through a disciplined and appropriately designed yoga practice, we not only
see clearly our conditioned ways of living but we learn how to let go of those patterns so that our
questions radically outnumber our answers. When we are open, and our habitual psychological
and physical ways of being are suspended, we arrive in the present moments of life free to
respond with an open and creative heart.Yoga is an investigation into who we are and what we
are. We are not just investigating our everyday neuroses (though sometimes part of the path),
nor are we philosophically investigating metaphysics (again, only a minor mode of inquiry)—we
are looking into the nature of existence by starting with mind, breath, and body. This requires the
ability to be patient and accepting of what is occurring in our mind-body so we can see
something clearly enough to study it. But how do we study our own mind? How do we
investigate our own body? How can an eye see itself or the tip of a fingernail touch itself or the
ear hear itself? Our perception is always hiding a shadow. We can never, it seems, see
something in its entirety, there is always a blind spot in our perceptual field.We perceive our
experience—and the entire universe—by labeling “things” that seem to be “out there” and “solid.”
And what becomes solid “out there” allows “me” to feel solid as well. I have a body in space and
time. When I feel my body internally, I feel the breath, muscles, and bones, even the fascia. But I
can’t locate my body exactly. When I say “bone,” there is not only a feeling but an image as well.
The image comes from a skeleton I once saw in a lab. Then I feel the breath but can’t tell exactly
where it begins or ends, or where it starts at the nostrils, or its precise place of exit. When I eat a
carrot, I cannot tell, once chewed, where the carrot ends and where “I” begin.The body, on
further subjective meditation, is not a static thing; it’s primarily a concept layered over other
concepts with some changing sensations, feelings, perceptions, and breath mixed up among
them. I can feel a form that I’d call “body,” but I can’t say where it is or what it is. I don’t know for
certain where it begins or ends, especially with my eyes closed. The body is not an actual thing
that one can study—the body and the one who studies it are one. The observer and the body
cannot be separated. Whether we examine the inner world of mind and body or the outer world
of “things,” we cannot find in our perception any “thing” that actually exists. If I say, “Show me
your ego,” could you do that? Where is your ego? You know you have an ego, but how do you
know this? Mostly we know through inference—I can tell when I am self-centered—but that is a
few steps back from direct experience. I cannot find the mechanism called “ego,” nor can I
remove it. The ground is groundless. How do we determine what we are and what we are not? If
we are to map a perimeter of our existence, where do we draw the line between where we end
and where what is external to us begins? The fact is that the common distinctions we make
between things is the very mechanism that creates “things” in the first place. Duality, the creating
of a self “in here” that perceives an object “out there,” always creates separateness and
alienation. Dualism is self-constructed; it’s not built into reality as it presents itself. This takes us



straight to the heart of yoga practice: yoga is the inherent union and interconnectedness of all
existence before we split things up into subject, object, or any method of categorization.If
dualistic perception is so deeply embedded in our psychological makeup, where does one
begin? For the yoga practitioner, one begins right here in this moment. Whether through the
practices of prā āyāma, mantra, āsana, or ethics, the systems of yoga arise out of and point to
the same thing: the present moment. Even in the visualization of a breathing pattern or a
meditation on sound, one dissolves the outer environment into the object of concentration. Then
the object of concentration collapses into an experience of being completely centered and still.
This stillness is a point of nothingness, yet is also everything. It is being with nobody there. It is
being so fully present in an action (or nonaction) that you don’t need to create a self. When we
live authentically, we are not simultaneously creating a sense of “I, me, or mine”; we are simply
being our selfless self.In yoga posture practice we dissolve the technique of moving the body
into pure feeling and then dissolve the mind into that deep experience of feeling. Then, that is all
that is there. In chanting, as another example, we dissolve seed syllables into pure sound, and
then sound into quiet, and then quiet into stillness, and then stillness becomes nothing other
than a contented mind that is open and receptive, sharp and still. When the mind returns to this
natural state, anything can arise in mind, body, and heart, and there is no pushing or pulling, just
arising and dissolving, one form becoming, in turn, another. Again, in these various techniques,
the essence of the practice is what the technique is pointing toward rather than the technique
itself. But since the mind has a hard time becoming centered enough to relax into a state of
stillness, we need technique to help us along. The point of practice is not the goal but the way
that the different stages of the path propel is into a more open and sincere way of being. This
sincerity of being (karu ā) is the ongoing result of a healthy yoga practice. If our practice is
creating flexibility of the body without a corresponding flexibility of the heart, we need to redress
the way we conceive of and engage in practice.This book is about how to cultivate a yoga
practice, what constitutes a yoga practice, how to recognize and work with the different stages
on the path, and how to keep the tradition of yoga a living tradition through committed practice
and critical engagement. On a heart level, this book is about the cultivation of patience, honesty,
nonviolence, wisdom, and the ability to meet life as it occurs from moment to moment without
habitual forms of clinging. Whether you are just beginning your practice or you have studied
deeply in a particular system, you should be able to find here some suggestions and
encouragement for deepening your practice.There are two themes in this book: (1) The essence
of yoga teaches us that all forms of clinging create suffering. Nothing can be owned as “I, me,
and mine.” And (2) a disciplined and appropriate practice leaves no stone unturned. A broad
understanding of yoga theory integrated with specific practices takes the formal techniques of
yoga to deeper levels but also brings yoga off the mat, out of the meditation hall and into the
tangled world of our interpersonal relationships, our habitual psychological holding patterns, and
the complexity of ethical action. This book moves back and forth between these two themes—
practice and letting go—by weaving together theory and responsive action.Along with the



primary theme of letting go of our attachments, especially to self-image, this book attempts to
bridge the gap in contemporary yoga between practice and theory. My aim is to not only
reconcile theory and practice but to explore how both theory and practice come alive when
integrated in daily life. So, unlike much of the usual teaching methodology, this book focuses on
words rather than postures, suggestions rather than instructions, interpretations based on
tradition rather than appropriation or idealization. Within the words on these pages, see if you
can listen with your heart rather than your intellect. We are used to hearing what we usually call
“theory” with the intellectual mind. When ideas in yoga are listened to with just the intellect, they
remain at a distance from the heart, and in this way we can miss the essence and wisdom of this
practice and how it has the ability to challenge and open up the heart. Yoga is about how we can
take in teachings and put them into practice; how we can sit openly with mind and body, breath,
and stillness, and then let them spread out in the wide-open world of nature and other human
beings. Yoga opens us up to a state of being where the world passes transparently through
us.Like the inhalation that arises and the exhalation that passes away, every moment is in itself a
moment of creation followed by dissolution. Like the rising and falling of the breath, or the
dawning and setting of the sun, this book follows that same rhythm. The first chapters begin with
a description and definition of yoga and from there describe the various paths of practice. Like
the top end of an inhale or the high-noon sun, the first part of this book moves toward a
description of the psychology and energetic aspects of yoga. Descending from there, we explore
the teachings of impermanence, emptiness, and death, which in essence bring us into direct
engagement with life. This cycle naturally completes itself, because contemplating
impermanence and death connects us with the present moment, which is where yoga
begins.Yoga begins with an honest meeting of our present experience, which means seeing as
best we can all aspects of ourselves and our world, including what is most difficult or painful. The
outer reflection of our created life does not always provide an accurate reading of the state of the
inner life. How much suffering have we felt through our inability to tolerate and live in the midst of
change? How much difficulty do we experience from our reactions to the interactivity of feelings,
thoughts, movements in the body, and memory? The sense of ourselves at an innermost level is
entangled with our reactions to the gross and subtle movements in the mind and body. The mind
and body belong to a moment-to-moment process, not to our clinging habits nor to the ways we
want things to be or wish they were. Yoga is freedom from this satisfaction-dissatisfaction cycle
we call “me” and “mine.” And the path through this ongoing cycle of habit begins in the present
moment, which originates in our perceptual field of mind and body.In the Yoga-Sutra, a textbook
on yoga as a psychological practice, Patañjali initiates the path of yoga with two first steps:
practice (abh-yāsa) and letting go (vairāgya). Cultivating more wholesome intentions and actions
of body, speech, and mind, and letting go of historical and ensnaring attitudes, is a constant
throughout the entire path. Cultivating positive qualities and letting go of negative factors in our
psychophysical makeup gives us a clear starting point for our practice, without which we risk
getting lost in the futility of undirected movement. It is easy to engage in a language of freedom



and impermanence or think that just completing a regimented sequence of yoga postures is
going to free up our deepest holding patterns. It is something else to feel impermanence,
freedom, and deep kindness in our bones. We can only know a grounded, flexible, and free life
when we commit to practice and cultivate the skill of letting go.After several years of consistent
practice, a gap emerged between the theory I was studying and the protocol of posture
technique, breathing, and meditation I was practicing, so I began asking questions. The first
questions were broad questions about how texts related to one another and why certain
practices, such as the contemporary yoga sequences commonly found in yoga studios, were not
represented in ancient texts. Then the questions become more personal, and related to the
absence of psychological understanding in yoga communities and the eventual vanity that
comes on the heels of superficial practice. As I began questioning what I was practicing, slowly I
felt that everything I knew and all of the practices I had been working on began to slip away. The
questions led first to doubt and then to a state of not knowing why I was practicing or what
practice actually was. I saw around me people accomplishing great feats of flexibility and
wonderful posture practices, but those same practices did not guarantee a commensurate
opening of the heart. Perfection in yoga poses did not guarantee psychological or spiritual
insight.What do we aspire to in practice? What motivates our practice? What is the reason for
practice? Some say we practice for no reason, but human experience seems always
constructed within the context of purpose or meaning. How does one live a good life? What is
enlightenment? Is yoga just about physical accomplishment, and if not, why are the ethical and
psychological underpinnings of yoga so underspoken? Does one have to finally hold their own
heels in back bends, practice arm balances in full lotus, or is there some other test for the
liberative validity of practice?2. Embracing SufferingIN THE MEDIEVAL TEXT on yoga known as
the Yoga Vāsiṣṭa, Rama is asked by his father why he has a heavy heart and why he is having
such a hard time in his mind and with his body. With low eyes and a sunken chest, Rama
responds by saying,My heart has begun to question: what do people call happiness and can it
be had in the ever-changing objects of this world? All beings in this world take birth only to die
and die to be born. I do not perceive any meaning at all in these transient phenomena . . . .
Unrelated beings come together; the mind conjures up a relationship between them. Everything
in this world is dependent on the mind and one’s attitude. On examination, the mind is unreal, it
cannot be found. But we are bewitched by it. This is suffering.1The king, who is also present for
the conversation between Rama and his father, responds first by saying that Rama’s perception
of his condition is the root of the problem.Rama’s condition is not the result of delusion, the king
continues, but is full of wisdom and points to enlightenment.2When the sages, ministers, and
community of the court hear this exchange, they stop their doings and become completely still.
They hear in Rama’s flaming words their own doubts, fears, and misunderstandings. The royal
family, citizens, pets, caged birds, horses in the royal stables, and even the heavenly musicians
are silenced by the way Rama gives expression to their deepest fears, hopes, and desires. How
does one work with the inherent suffering of being human?Yoga not only begins in the present



moment (atha) but begins also with the recognition of suffering, stress, discontent, and
dissatisfaction that characterizes much of our moment-to-moment experience. The
characteristics of suffering appear in the heart as poisons. Here is how Pattabhi Jois describes
it:In the yoga śāstra it is said that god dwells in our heart in the form of light, but this light is
covered by six poisons: kāma, krodha, moha, lobha, mātsarya, and mada. These are desire,
anger, delusion, greed, envy and sloth.”3Not only does Rama articulate a universal truth about
human suffering, but the king responds in a surprising way. Rather than asking Rama to further
explain his anguish and discontent, he describes Rama’s problem as an error of perception. It is
not that Rama is caught in delusion, but rather that Rama is deluded about his own delusion. His
suffering is not the problem, it’s that he doesn’t see that his suffering is the source of wisdom
and the actual path to enlightenment. Rather than treating his anguish as something to be
expelled, the king infers, anguish is a recognition that the path has opened. The king does not
define enlightenment in this first chapter, nor does he offer a series of techniques to follow to find
freedom from torment. Instead he offers Rama a complete reversal, a counterperception that
defines the path of yoga as embracing one’s suffering and, in so doing, uses complete
acceptance as a starting point for practice.In the same way that Pattabhi Jois describes the
enemies of the heart as the factors that create suffering, he also points to the heart with his own
breath as a means of saying that the path begins in the heart, the body, the mind, even with their
enemies. In the language of devotional Bhakti yoga, it is said that the cure of the symptom
begins with love. This is not personal love in the sense of a new-age sensitivity or empathic
technique but rather the impersonal force of love that heals by extending itself to the most
interrupted, broken, and ruined parts of ourselves.Like Rama, or many other well-known
characters that populate Indian literature (I think also of Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gītā), I came to
yoga practice because I was suffering. Most practitioners come to yoga to deal with the myriad
forms of upset, stress, and lack. For many, that stress may be recognizable in the daily grind of
work, difficulties in relationships, or dissatisfaction in the form of tight hamstrings. But some level
of dissatisfaction brings us to yoga, however that is defined and described, if at all, consciously
or unconsciously, and its expression and manifestation are unique for everyone. One of the key
teachings of yoga, as described in the Sā khya Karika of Ishvarak ṣ a, is that life is
characterized by duḥkha, suffering. This is one of the central tenets of K ṣ a’s teaching to
Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gītā, the king’s comments to Rama in the Yoga Vāsiṣṭa, Patañjali’s
starting point in the Yoga-Sutra, and the Buddha’s first noble truth: life is characterized by
dissatisfaction and pervasive lack.“There is just enough suffering to get you in the door,” I often
tell yoga students, in order to remind them of why they are in class, “so that is our starting point.”
Difficulty begets faith. Faith in yoga implies a sense of yearning. What are we yearning for, what
do we seek to be free of? For many of us, the longing to practice yoga has to do with aspiring to
a life free of habitual patterns of conditioning. If we seek any kind of transcendence, we are
always looking for something we do not yet know. So faith is a movement beyond what we
currently feel is constricting, and in that sense it is a yearning. At some level, we all yearn to



overcome places in which there is constriction, lack, and discontent. Faith in practice requires
not a theological commitment but rather an interest in one’s discontent and how to bring it to an
end.Longing is not to be dismissed as a form of attachment but an inevitable part of what keeps
us going. Of course, it can get mixed up with the projects of the ego, but there is an inherent
longing to see through the limitations of the ego. We long to know the nature of things and to
connect and be grounded in relationship with something larger than our ideas of ourselves. We
know so much about so many things, but what do we really know when pressed with anguish or
pain? What do we learn about our character when up against the truth of change, the truth of
death, the truth of suffering?When I began practicing yoga, the first classes I attended, in the
basement of a library, consisted of little more than sitting still and watching the cycles of the
breath. I had a hard time sitting still for more than one breath cycle, and by the time I reached the
top of an inhalation, my mind was on to something else. The teacher instructed us to notice the
breath and whatever physical and mental states were coming and going. Eventually, I began to
notice the ways the mind and body were deeply conditioned with patterns of reactivity. Before
she had us move our bodies, the teacher required that we could sit still and notice the feeling of
simple breathing and the mind’s tendency to escape those simple sensations.“All of human
unhappiness is due to the inability to sit still in a room alone,” writes philosopher Blaise Pascal in
his treatise on the human condition.4 Too often, our first response to sense data is to think about
it, and when caught in our thinking, we begin to withdraw into a representational reality
constructed in our own mind. The miracle of yoga is what Patañjali calls viveka, the ability to
distinguish the difference between self-centered thinking, along with the separation it creates,
and the ongoing nondual experience of being in touch with life.Inextricably linked to the teaching
of duḥkha is the way that suffering continues in cycles, like a wheel spinning out of balance. This
turning of the wheel of duḥkha is called sa sāra. Sa sāra is a metaphor for meaninglessness. It
refers to the endless cycle of birth, death, and rebirth. But the concept of the cycle of birth and
rebirth is not simply a carryover from Indian cultural attitudes about the possibility of future or
past lives, but rather the birth, death, and rebirth of our sense of self from moment to moment.
Each moment of experience, whether in stillness or in reactivity, sets up the pattern for the next
consecutive moment, and our ability to skillfully meet each and every moment with open and
undivided attention is possible to astonishing degrees. This moment conditions the
next.Psychological rebirth is a metaphor for being born into a conditioned existence. Yoga
practice is about breaking free of the cyclic force of habitual activity and distorted mental and
emotional forces that drive us to act in ways that maintain suffering. While this is not an image of
hell, per se, it is thought that sa sāra and duḥkha are one and the same. Suffering is a product of
conditioned existence.
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ERB, “Highly recommended!. I had to buy this book to start my teacher training to become a
yoga teacher. It was really difficult to understand at the beginning, but once I got used to the
style of writing and read the first chapter a second time, I really enjoyed it. If you are planning to
buy this book, get some time to clear your head and focus the first chapter or two and it will be a
breeze.  You won’t regret buying it!”

Mike Cerneant, “Great Book. Michael Stone knows his stuff. Writes an incredible book on the
history and philosophy of yoga. We are using this book in my teacher training program through
CorePower Yoga. I'd buy this book even if it were not part of the program. Well written and great
knowledge.  I highly recommend.”

Sherry, “Hidden gem. Great book full of gemstones. A book to have and read and then read
again. He has some really good life stories to use as examples for yoga principles, not a quick
read but and in depth read to learn from.”

Liz, “This is my favorite. It's the best book to pick up after .... I am a yoga teacher and own many
books. This is my favorite. It's the best book to pick up after reading through to add the
extremely important, yet many times missed, element of philosophy into yoga teaching. It is also
the book I recommend to new yogis to help them understand how to live yoga, not do yoga.”

Amber, “Philosophy. Lovely book focusing on yoga philosophy. The topic isn't for everyone, but I
had to read this as a requirement to my yoga teacher training. I enjoyed it and will probably
reference it again. There are some journal prompts and you don't necessarily read it cover to
cover in one sitting.”

Shawna, “8 Limbs for Modern Yogis. This book is all about the 8 limbs of yoga and incorporating
them into our modern life. This book is so needed right now with yoga being mainstream but the
philosophy not really understood. Michael's take on each of the 8 limbs is very down to earth,
practical yet profound. He writes with depth, clarity and a bit of humor. Def one of my new fav
yoga philosophy books.”

R. Gahan, “A must read for anyone beginning to study yogic philosophy and the sutras.. This was
one of the best yoga books I have read so far. Here is what I had to say about it on my blog in
March 2009:I have two translations of The Yoga Sutras, and I will admit that for the past three or
four years I have been stuck on two of the sutras. The words are simple, but I have not been
able to wrap my mind around them. I have discovered that the yoga sutras are not something to
read from start to finish. So, how do you even get an overview of what may be in them? Where
do you start if you want to learn more about yoga beyond asana and the eight limbs?I recently



finished a book that has given me some more foundational knowledge: The Inner Tradition of
Yoga by Michael Stone. He has an understanding to the point where he can apply theory to our
everyday living and write about it for those of us just beginning to explore yogic theory in
earnest. In Inner Tradition, he unpacks what the sutras say about suffering and brings definition
and clarity to them. He also outlines the subtle bodies, or dosas, in a way that is easily
understood, accessible, and grounded. In the beginning, he introduces this book to be about
the psychological experience of a committed yoga practice and the letting go that must happen
if a practice is to deepen and expand. Instead of being about postures and how to deepen
them, this book is about how a yoga practice can be experienced and cultivated in our lives. He
remains true to his aim, which is to introduce yogic theory to modern day Westerners and apply
this theory to what we face in our day to day lives.Yoga oftentimes is treated as just a physical
practice, with the deeper aspects denied or ignored. I think that many are fooled that by
practicing postures alone, we will become enlightened, or at the very least wiser. It's like saying
that going to an aerobics class makes us wise. It could, but what is required is that we bring a
awareness to what we are doing and a willingness to explore ourselves internally. A physical
practice without a mindfulness practice only cultivates the separation of who we truly are from
what we want to be (a.k.a. narcissism). Physical practice includes any kind of workout, and one
form of yoga is a physical workout.Here is an excerpt from page 12, "This book is about how to
cultivate a yoga practice, what constitutes a yoga practice, how to recognize and work with the
different stages on the path, and how to keep the tradition of yoga a living tradition through
committed practice and critical engagement. On a heart level, this book is about the cultivation
of patience, honesty, nonviolence, wisdom, and the ability to meet life as it occurs from moment
to moment without habitual forms of clinging"The message throughout the book is to stay
mindful during practice and from this, we begin to understand clearly the dimensions of the self
and reality. With breath and asana, we stay grounded as understanding develops. Breath and
asana are the classroom. We can pay attention or not, but to pay attention is to discover the
richness of life because we are experiencing it directly and not through an emotional filter, a
mental block, a belief, or any other construct of the mind.From page 14, "In the center of the
human body we find the center of all things because when breath, mind, and body come
together in an instant of experience, reality unfolds. Reality unfolds when the mind can stay
completely present in a breath cycle, especially at the completion of an exhale. The exhale
completes itself in the pelvic floor, the center of gravity, the resting place of the mind."I
appreciate that despite all the theory and concepts that he lays out, breath and asana are at the
center of what each yoga practitioner must do. In the focus on breath and asana, we come to
realizations about ourselves, and we come to accept these realizations. Using breath and asana
as a vehicle to self realization keeps us grounded and closes the gap between who we truly are
and what we want to be.He defines the causes of suffering and distinguishes them from the
symptoms of suffering (also termed poisons of the heart). It is in this area of the sutras where I
have gotten bogged down, and now, I can go back to them with more receptivity to what the



sutras and their translators have to say about dukkha (suffering) and the klesas (poisons of the
heart).Also, I keep going back to the way he describes how we process information. We receive
data through our senses, our brains register the data, then we decide whether or not we like it.
From there, we own it and hoard it away somewhere in our body. This can be a vicious cycle if
we get stuck on the aversion track. It can also stunt us if it is the pleasure track. He points out
that this cycle is the way an addiction forms. Addiction is like a scratched record. Through
breath and letting go, we can nudge the needle off the repeating track and onward into the rest
of what life experience has to offer us. This was one of the many aha moments that I had while
reading the book.Side note about the broken record: I think we can unknowingly get stuck, even
in a yoga practice. For instance, many of us think we aren't doing anything if we don't feel the
pose where we think we should feel it. The shoulders and the spine can be a tricky like that. If
we reach out, we may take our arms past our spine behind us bending the spine back by tilting
the tailbone up thinking we need to feel the stretch in the pectoral muscles of the chest. But,
really, just reaching the arms out while keeping the spine in a neutral position is what we need.
From this position, we do not overstretch the shoulders, we can engage deep breathing much
easier and the actual stretch in the chest will feel more like an unloading. And taking a load off
our chests is exactly what we need most of the time.Since starting this post, I have gone to the
sutras that have mystified me and don't know why I got stuck. What I needed was a general
picture, which is what Stone has provided with The Inner Tradition of Yoga. Now, I can pick up
the sutras and take them one at a time and read the commentaries without feeling like a blind
person being led by a stranger across uneven terrain.Books referred to in this post:The Inner
Tradition of Yoga: A Guide to Yoga Philosophy for the Contemporary Practitioner by Michael
StoneThe Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: Translation and Commentary by Sri Swami
SatchidanandaThe Essence of Yoga: Reflections on the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali by Bernard
Bouanchaud”

R B., “Add depth and understanding to your yoga practice.. Very thorough and encompassing of
many texts whilst remaining accessible and very engaging. Quite a feat! Highly recommended to
bring depth and understanding to your yoga practice.”

nancy whitten, “Highly recommend for any yoga teacher or serious yogi. this was a reorder as
my 1st copy was stolen with my back back after a weeks training with the author, while in
London.Highly recommend for any yoga teacher or serious yogi...”

Kathryn, “This book has transformed my yoga practices from purely physically .... This book has
transformed my yoga practices from purely physically to spiritual, by understanding the deeper
truths of yoga I have over come insomnia and depression, this book kicked start this
transformation for me. I am so grateful for finding this book.”



Caroline, “Excellent book - one I'll keep revisiting. A thought-provoking and enlightening book on
yoga philosophy - very learned. Michael is an inspirational voice in the modern world of yoga.”

The book by Michael Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 249 people have provided feedback.
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